District of North Hilo, Island of Hawaii

License issued by W. Richardson

Date of License Feb 28, 1908

Name of Male Ozawa Yoitaro Age 40

Nationality Japanese Residence Hilo, Hawaii

Name of Father Ozawa Kintaro Name of Mother Ozawa Otomo

Nationality Japanese Nationality Japanese

Residence dead Residence Stock, Japan

Name of Female Matusuki Omi Age 24

Nationality Japanese Residence Hilo, Hawaii

Name of Father Matusuki Haruo Name of Mother Matusuki Tomi

Nationality Japanese Nationality Japanese

Residence Hilo, Hawaii Residence Hilo, Hawaii

Names of Witnesses

Place of Marriage

Ceremony performed by

Date of Ceremony

Copy sent to Registrar of Marriages

this 28th day of Feb, 1908. (Signed) W. Richardson